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MOUNTAIN FINANCE TOKEN
$MF is a BEP-20 token which rewards its holders with automatic passive interest

payments every 15 minutes over the lifespan of 13.5 years until the maximum
supply of 3.25 Billion tokens has been reached.

Mountain Finance just another Safuu Fork?
Our entire protocol's smart contract was written and developed from scratch
from our own competent group of developers. It does not contain any
resemblance to Safuu's code or operation as Mountain Finance works on a
completely new set of mechanics which allows for complete protocol
sustainability.

About MOUNTAIN FINANCE
Mountain Finance ($MF) was created from a decentralized passive income
model. $MF is an auto-staking and auto-compounding token that rewards its
holders every 15 minutes also known as an 'EPOCH'. EPOCH means an event or
time marked by an event that begins a new period. The Mountain Finance Autostaking protocol (MASP) is a new revolutionary idea that rewards holders directly
into their wallet. no need to fumble with vaults and lockup periods. MASP rewards
its holders with the highest stable returns in crypto.

Key Elements of Mountain Finance
Insurance fund
5% of all trading fees are sent to the insurance

fund. The insurance fund is used to back the
staking rewards by creating a stable floor and
greatly reducing the impact of a downtrend in
price

Easy and safe Auto-staking
The $MF token does not leave your wallet. There
is no need to send your tokens to a vault or 3rd
party client. Which are both rampant with hacks.
All you need to do is buy, hold and watch your
tokens grow exponentially.

Quick interest Payments
The Mountain Finance protocol pays each
and every HODLER every 15 minutes for a total
of 96 times a day. Making it one of the top
auto-compounding tokens in the crypto
space

Key Elements of Mountain Finance
automatic payments
There is no need to worry about re-staking, your

payments are sent each and every 15 minutes
directly into your wallet.

High and stable apy
The Mountain Finance protocol pays out an
astonishing 385,945.90% apy for the first 12
months which rivals any defi projects out at this
time.

Token burn
2.5% of both buys and sells are burnt in order to
prevent the circulating supply getting out of hand.

Note
The team behind Mountain Finance has included all these factors plus some
so the token works flawlessly behind the scenes. Incorporating the treasury
and insurance fund in such a way that the apy pays out a stable 385,945.90%
or 2.325% each day.

Treasury fund

The Treasury provides support to the MF token in the event of an extreme price
drop. Mountain Finance Treasury is also used for massive marketing campaigns.
The treasury functions as additional financial support for the Insurance Fund. This
additional support can become important in the event of an extreme price drop
of the $MF token or unforeseen black-swan event. It helps to establish a floor
value for the $MF token.
The treasury may also be used to fund new Mountain Finance products, services,
and projects that will expand and provide more value to the community aswell
as providing funding for marketing.

Treasury Wallet:
0x2faa9ae4a6e523a8972493a6c9adaef2044c9553

Insurance fund

The Insurance Fund uses an algorithm that backs the Rebase Rewards and is
supported by a portion of the buy and sell trading fees that accrue in the wallet.
In simple terms, the staking rewards (rebase rewards) which are distributed

every 15 minutes at a rate of 0.02355% are backed by the this parameter, thus
ensuring a high and stable interest rate to $MF token holders.

5% of all trading fees are stored in the Insurance Fund which helps sustain and
back the staking rewards provided by the positive rebase.

Insurance Fund keeps investors safe by
Avoiding flash crash through price stability
Achieving longterm sustainability and future growth of the MF Protocol
Greatly reducing downside risk

Insurance Fund:
0xc1422ada0a11c1c0b87eac8756a69593bcbfebd5

Fire pit
2.5% of all $MF traded are burnt in The Fire Pit. The more that is traded, the more
that gets put into the fire causing the fire pit to grow in size, larger and larger
through self fulfilling Auto-Compounding, reducing the circulating supply and
thus keeping the protocol stable.

The other benefit to an everlasting burn of circulating supply is that due to the
deflationary nature of it, equates to a higher value of each $MF token, therefore
increasing the individual value.

Fire Pit:
0xdce8cff8bece6506efc58e550723a54c314b79e2

What is apy
APY stands for Annual Percentage Yield. This measures the real rate of return on

your principal tokens amount by taking into account the effect of compounding
interest. In the case of Mountain Finance Protocol, your $MF tokens represent your
principal, and the compound interest is added periodically on every Rebase
event (Every 15 minutes).
Your new principal amount is your then current MF token amount, plus your new

rebase token amount. This total amount is what gets calculated for your next
rebase rewards.
One interesting fact about APY is that your balance will grow not linearly but
exponentially over time! Assuming a daily compound interest of 2.325%, if you
start with a balance of 1 $MF on day 1, after a year, your balance will grow to
about 3,850.94580 $MF. That is the power of compound interest!

How is apy calculated
APY Principal + Interest (Simple Interest Equation)
A = P(1 + rt)
A = Total Accrued Amount (principal + interest)
P = Principal Amount
I = Interest Amount
r = Rate of Interest per year in decimal; r = R/100
R = Rate of Interest per year as a percent; R = r * 100
t = Time Period involved in months or years
From the base formula, A = P(1 + rt) derived from A = P + I and since I = Prt then
A = P + I becomes A = P + Prt which can be rewritten as A = P(1 + rt)
Note that rate r and time t should be in the same time units such as months or
years. Time conversions that are based on day count of 365 days/year have
30.4167 days/month and 91.2501 days/quarter. 360 days/year have 30
days/month and 90 days/quarter.

Simple interest formulas
and calculations
A = the Final Investment Value, using the simple interest formula: A = P(1 + rt)
where P is the Principal amount of money to be invested at an Interest Rate R%

per period for t Number of Time Periods. Where r is in decimal form; r=R/100; r
and t are in the same units of time.

The accrued amount of an investment is the original principal P plus the
accumulated simple interest, I = Prt, therefore we have:
A = P + I = P + (Prt), and finally A = P(1 + rt)

Calculate Total Amount Accrued (Principal + Interest), solve for A
A = P(1 + rt)

Calculate Principal Amount, solve for P
P = A / (1 + rt)

Calculate rate of interest in decimal, solve for r
r = (1/t)(A/P - 1)

Calculate rate of interest in percent
R = r * 100

Calculate time, solve for t
t = (1/r)(A/P - 1)
Example:
P = (Principle + Interest) = $1,000

A = (Total Accrued Amount) = $3,850,479.00

longterm Interest Cycle
(lic)

In order to maintain sustainability and future growth, we have introduced a

Longterm Interest Cycle (LIC) component which will award $MF token holders
with continued compound interest in perpetuity.

Each Interest Cycle is 15 minutes in length and is referred to as an EPOCH.
There are 35,040 EPOCH's in 1 year.

EPOCH 1 - 35,040: 0.02355% every EPOCH (First 12 Months)

EPOCH 35,041 - 52,560: 0.00211% every EPOCH (Next 6 months)

EPOCH 52,561 - 245,280: 0.00014% every EPOCH (Next 6.5 Years)

EPOCH 245,281: 0.00002% every EPOCH (In Perpetuity until max supply is
reached)

Tokenomics
The amount of the fees (16.5% for buys and 20% for sells) allows Mountain
Finance provide $MF holders with the stable high yield of 385,945.80%
annually.

TAXES

Fire pit
2.5%

Insurance Fund
5%

Buy Trading Fees:
4.0% - LP
5.0% - Insurance Fund
5.0% - Treasury
2.5% - Fire Pit

Lp
4%

Treasury
5%

Fire pit
2.5%
Insurance Fund
6%

Sell Trading Fees:
6.0% - LP
6.0% - Insurance Fund
6.0% - Treasury
2.5% - Fire Pit

Lp
6%

Treasury
6%

Roadmap
P3

MAY 2022

Concept design
Website & contract creation
Whitepaper
Socials made

p1
Project Conceptualization
Team Formation
Market Research
Smart Contract Deployment
KYC & Audit
Website & Launch
Presale

June 2022

P4
Huge marketing push influencers on board
5,000 holders 5 million market cap
CMC & CG listings
lottery and Casino design

Q3 2022

P2
More influencers more marketing
10,000 holders 10 million MC
Casino UI rollout
NFT launch
Lottery launch

Q4 2022

P5

Q1 2023

Biggest marketing push to date
25,000 holders 50 million MC
Casino testing and launch
P2E game designing start

Trading fees explained
LP - Trading fees goes to backing the liquidity of the BNB/MF pair on
PancakeSwap ensuring an ever-increasing collateral value of $MF

Insurance Fund- Trading fees are stored in the Mountain Finance Insurance
Fund which helps sustain and back the staking rewards provided by the
positive rebase.

Treasury - Trading fees go directly to the treasury which supports the

Insurance Fund and provides a marketing budget for Mountain Finance
and funds new product development.

Fire Pit - 2.5% of all $MF traded are burnt in the Fire Pit. The more that is

traded, the more that gets put into the fire causing the fire pit to grow in
size, larger and larger through self fulfilling auto-compounding which in
return acts to reduce the circulating supply of $MF and keeping the
Mountain Finance protocol stable.
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